
1 EXT. OUTSIDE SAMI’S GARAGE 1

FERNANDO, an obnoxious, passionate, yet careless 18 year old

boy and SAM, a suspicious, quiet, 18 year old boy walk into

Sami’s garage as SAMI, a practical, realistic 18 year old

boy and DAVID a humorous, selfless 18 year old boy are

playing ping pong very competitively.

2 INT. SAMI’S GARAGE 2

FERNANDO

Hey I got next game!

Sam goes to the fridge to grab a water before sitting down.

DAVID

Game point. Set your serve Sami.

Sami serves and David instantly whacks it back at Sami,

winning the game.

David smirks as Fernando gets up to play.

Sami starts talking to everyone as Fernando and David start

to play.

SAMI

Yo so what’s the plan for tonight

guys? We raging?

FERNANDO

Hopefully dude I’m FIENDING.

DAVID

Ya I’m down. Haven’t heard of

anything yet though.

Sam’s on his phone and stays quiet as everyone is

conversing.

Fernando and David stop playing to look at each other while

making a face and then look at Sami.

Sami looks at Sam as Fernando and David start to play again.

SAMI

Bro, what’s up with you? You’re

down to rage tonight right?

Sam responded hesitantly.
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SAM

Yeah, but I think I got a family

dinner. I’ll hit you guys up after

though.

Fernando looks over at Sam.

FERNANDO

Dude, we leave for college in like

a week. We need to rage every night

this week.

SAM

Bro, I’m sorry I’ll see if I can

get out of it.

DAVID

HAha bitch I win!

David weirdly dances as he just won the game. Again.

Sami and Sam get up and start to walk inside as David mouths

to Fernando "what is good with Sam?" as Fernando rolls his

eyes at him.

3 INT. SAMI’S HOUSE 3

David and Fernando post up in the kitchen while Sami and Sam

lay down on the couch.

DAVID

Yo you got any taquitos?

David starts raiding the freezer looking for taquitos.

Sami looks back at David.

SAMI

Ya probably just check.

FERNANDO

Oo ya make me some of those.

Sami turns on the TV as David starts the microwave.

4 INT. GAME ROOM 4

Fernando walks into the Game room where ANTHONY, Sami’s

brother, is sitting playing fortnite.

Sam stays on his phone.
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FERNANDO

Tonyyyyyy...let me play.

ANTHONY

I’m almost done hold up.

Anthony gets killed quickly and passed the headphones and

controller to Fernando.

Fernando yells to Sami in the other room.

FERNANDO

Sami let’s play Duos!

Fernando is picking his character as Sami is starting to get

on in the living room.

Cut to Fernando in the game room. (interview style)

Fernando is playing fortnite as he speaks.

Clicks from the controller sound as Fernando is talking.

FERNANDO

I don’t know what’s good with Sam

honestly, he’s being annoying. Like

we leave so soon. I don’t

understand why he’s being shady

just like hangout with us. Whatever

though....OOOoo HAHA just got a

kill.

Fernando smiles excitedly as he just got his first kill in

fortnite.

Cut to David eating taquitos in the kitchen. (interview

style)

DAVID

Ya I don’t really know what Sam’s

deal is.... Have you ever had

tapatio sauce with taquitos? Dude

try this, seriously hahahha

David is laughing as he is eating and enjoying his taquitos.

Cut to Sami on the couch. (interview style)

SAMI

I mean Sam probably does have a

dinner, I don’t know why Fernando

is sussed out about it.

Clicks from the controller sound as Sami is talking.
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Fernando’s voice sounds in the background.

FERNANDO

YAAA SAMI did you just see that

kill... AGAIN??

Sam starts to get up from the couch.

SAM

My mom’s making me come home now.

We are having dinner in like 30, so

I’ll hit you guys up after

Sam is getting his shoes on and opening the garage door.

SAMI

Alright later dude, text us.

The door shuts.

Fernando starts speaking to Sami.

FERNANDO

Dude, Sam better come tonight

SAMI

He probably will, just chill. He’s

eating now so he should be done

soon.

FERNANDO

When’s the party?

SAMI

Kim said to come in like 45 mins

but we can leave in like an hour.

FERNANDO

Ya sounds good... more fortnite

then!!!

David finishes up his taquitos in the kitchen and starts to

walk over to the living room.

Cut to party.

5 INT. KIM’S HOUSE 5

Sami, David, and Fernando get out of the car and start

walking up to the party.
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FERNANDO

Ayeeee! what’s good!! Thanks for

hosting Kim.

Fernando side hugs Kim on his way over to the water pong

table with David.

Fernando and David are dancing together as the music is

playing and they are winning WP as usual.

FERNANDO

Did I just hear ’miss that?’ Watch

this...

Fernando makes the cup and turns to high five David.

Sami is conversing with other friends.

KIM

Hey, where’s Sam?

All the boys look at each other as they scratch their heads,

eye roll, laugh, and then continue on with their night.

There is a knock on the door.

Sami, David, and Fernando all stop what they are doing to

look at who it is.

Sam walks in with his girlfriend, Maddy.

TO BE CONTINUED.


